
sapphire spas.mySpa
australian made & family owned

splash. train. relax.
mySpaswim



M5workoutM5watersedge M5indulgemyswimgymmyteam mylapswim mypersonaltrainer

3.0m

4.0m

5.0m

which size fits your backyard?
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SMARTSAVER 4 swim jets & 3 pumps

+ steady swim jet stream
+ swim tether assisted slow swim

+ strong swim jet stream
+ strong swimmer

walk + stretch + run + massage 
+ swim tether + own body weight

PLUNGE 2 swim jets & 1 pump

walk + stretch + run + massage 
+ swim tether + own body weight

+ steady swim jet stream
+ swim tether assisted slow swim

+ strong swim jet stream
+ strong swimmer

+ high performance swim jet stream
+ competition / ocean swimmer

walk + stretch + run + massage 
+ swim tether + own body weight

EXTREME 4 swim jets & 4 pumps

+ steady swim jet stream
+ swim tether assisted slow swim

walk + stretch + run + massage 
+ swim tether + own body weight

CLASSIC 4 swim jets & 2 pumps
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• 6kw variable heater 
• dedicated filtration pump
• 4 x 3Hp hydrojet boost pumps
• bed of bubbles (if applicable)
• iTouch digital control
• clearzone water sanitisation
• LED waterline lighting
• heat pump ready
• neck & shoulder jet system
• stainless grabrail
• 8.8kw heat & cool pump
• additional LED iLight & step lights
• water spouts
• fully jetted cool down seats
• blizzard cover

plunge

• 3kw variable heater 
• dedicated filtration pump
• 3Hp hydrojet boost pump
• bed of bubbles (if applicable)
• SV2 POWERsmart control

classic smartsaver

• 6kw variable heater 
• dedicated filtration pump
• 3 x 3Hp hydrojet boost pumps
• bed of bubbles (if applicable)
• SV3 POWERsmart control
• clearzone water sanitisation
• LED waterline lighting
• heat pump ready
• neck & shoulder jet system
• stainless grabrail
• 5.5kw heat & cool pump
• cool down seats

compare mySpa specifications

Alternative to a swimming pool but you can 
use it all year round

• 6kw variable heater 
• dedicated filtration pump
• 2 x 3Hp hydrojet boost pump
• bed of bubbles (if applicable)
• SV3 POWERsmart control
• purewater ozone sanitisation
• LED waterline lighting
• heat pump ready

A great swim spa for those wanting 
additional features and effortless recreation

For the active family wanting to stay fit & 
enjoy time together

The ultimate swimming experience and 
sports recovery all in one



+ steady swim jet stream
+ swim tether assisted slow swim

+ strong swim jet stream
+ strong swimmer

+ high performance swim jet stream
+ competition / ocean swimmer

walk + stretch + run + massage 
+ swim tether + own body weight

+ 4 swim jets + 4 pumps

swim supported by high performance jet stream : 
fast & economic 8.8kw heat&cool pump : competition or 

ocean swimmer + walk + stretch + run + massage
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fully jetted cool down seats

Exercising in water has added benefits 
to land-based activity. Your muscles are 
challenged from all directions by the 
surrounding water as you swim, jog, 
walk, run, tone and stretch

Joints are protected by the bouyancy 
benefits of the warm water

The well placed massage jets in your 
cool down seats will stimulate to multiply 
the benefits of exercise

iTouch digital touch screen

Large 4.3” viewing area, optimised for 
use outdoors, the anti-glare & 
anti-reflective screen is easy to use with 
wet or dry hands 

With software tailored for use with your 
Sapphire Spa, intuitive menus let you 
take control of every function with ease

8.8kw heat&cool pump

The larger 8.8kw heat pump is the 
perfect companion for all swim spas, 
providing up to 8.8kw heating output 
whilst only consuming around 1.8kw of 
input power. This can reduce your 
heating costs by up to 75%

A spanet heat pump can be easily 
installed on all sapphire spas fitted with 
an SV series control

water spouts

Aqua play is the perfect way to develop 
a strong bond with your children whilst 
playing at their level

In todays world of internet, iPods, video 
games and television, we need a way to 
promote an active lifestyle and avoid 
the danger of disconnection from each 
other

iLight swim tracking

LED iLight swim tracking guides your 
strokes to hold a central position as you 
swim against the jet stream

blizzard cover

- full heat seal to reduce run cost
- 130-100 taper for added strength
- aluminium reinforced
- top stitch for added durability
- improved aesthetics
- 8 tie downs for safety in harsh conditions
- heat in : cold out

additional features of our EXTREME series...



specification	 extreme
SQR jets 87
swim jets 4
neck&shoulder massage 3

foot massage 3

filtration pump	 1
hydrojet boost pump	 4
blast of bubbles	 -
POWERsmart control iTouch
POWERsmart variable heater 6kw
minimum power required 45amp
POWERsmart heat ready 3

POWERsmart heat system 8.8kw	heat	pump 

heat&cool pump OPTIONS 12kw 

purewater CDozone sanitisation -
clearzone water sanitisation	 clearzone
LED waterline lighting	 3

iLight swim tracking	 iLight
3 x waterspouts	 waterspout	upgrade
2 x cool down seats pod	+	fully	jetted
mySpaLINK	 optional
mySpaHiFi	 optional
cedar cabinet 3

duratek cabinet	 optional
heatlock lockable hardcover blizzard	cover
heatlockthermo+ insulation 3

stainless steel support bar	 3

extreme model shown

6000litres | 900kg dry | 6850kg wet
midnight / silverwhite / ocean

M5workout
lose weight / tone / build muscle

‘Having a swim spa is like having my own 
personal gym. It has helped me lose weight, 
tone up and feel better than I have in years’ex
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specification	 extreme
SQR jets 73
swim jets 4
neck&shoulder massage -
foot massage 3

filtration pump	 1
hydrojet boost pump	 4
blast of bubbles	 -
POWERsmart control iTouch
POWERsmart variable heater 6kw
minimum power required 45amp
POWERsmart heat ready 3

POWERsmart heat system 8.8kw	heat	pump 

heat&cool pump OPTIONS 12kw 

purewater CDozone sanitisation -
clearzone water sanitisation	 clearzone
LED waterline lighting	 3

iLight swim tracking	 iLight
3 x waterspouts	 waterspout	upgrade
2 x cool down seats pod	+	fully	jetted
mySpaLINK	 optional
mySpaHiFi	 optional
cedar cabinet 3

duratek cabinet	 optional
heatlock lockable hardcover blizzard	cover
heatlockthermo+ insulation 3

stainless steel support bar	 3

extreme model shown

6000litres | 900kg dry | 6850kg wet
midnight / silverwhite / ocean

M5indulge
doing nothing is good for you

‘When renovating our backyard, we 
decided to treat ourselves to a swim 

spa. It has really brought a new level of 
luxury to our entertaining area’ex
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specification	 extreme
SQR jets 62
swim jets 4
neck&shoulder massage -
foot massage -
filtration pump	 1
hydrojet boost pump	 4
blast of bubbles	 3

POWERsmart control iTouch
POWERsmart variable heater 6kw
minimum power required 45amp
POWERsmart heat ready 3

POWERsmart heat system 8.8kw	heat	pump 

heat&cool pump OPTIONS 12kw 

purewater CDozone sanitisation -
clearzone water sanitisation	 clearzone
LED waterline lighting	 3

iLight swim tracking	 iLight
3 x waterspouts	 -
2 x cool down seats pod	+	fully	jetted
mySpaLINK	 optional
mySpaHiFi	 optional
cedar cabinet 3

duratek cabinet	 optional
heatlock lockable hardcover blizzard	cover
heatlockthermo+ insulation 3

stainless steel support bar	 3

extreme model shown

6000litres | 900kg dry | 6850kg wet
midnight / silverwhite / ocean

M5watersedge
year round swimming pool

‘I love going to the beach but Mum & Dad 
only took us a few times last summer coz it 
was too cold! Now my baby sister can play 

on the steps with Mum while Dad & I play 
water games in the deep end’ex
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specification	 extreme
SQR jets 78
swim jets 4
neck&shoulder massage 3

foot massage 3

filtration pump	 1
hydrojet boost pump	 4
blast of bubbles	 3

POWERsmart control iTouch
POWERsmart variable heater 6kw
minimum power required 45amp
POWERsmart heat ready 3

POWERsmart heat system 8.8kw	heat	pump 

heat&cool pump OPTIONS 12kw 

purewater CDozone sanitisation -
clearzone water sanitisation	 clearzone
LED waterline lighting	 3

iLight swim tracking	 iLight
3 x waterspouts	 waterspout	upgrade
2 x cool down seats pod	+	fully	jetted
mySpaLINK	 optional
mySpaHiFi	 optional
cedar cabinet 3

duratek cabinet	 optional
heatlock lockable hardcover blizzard	cover
heatlockthermo+ insulation 3

stainless steel support bar	 3

extreme model shown

6000litres | 800kg dry | 7400kg wet
midnight / silverwhite / ocean

mypersonaltrainer
complete fitness program

‘Being able to exercise freely without my 
joints aching is something I never thought I 

would be able to experience again. My swim 
spa has given me a new lease on life’ex
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specification	 extreme
SQR jets 80
swim jets 4
neck&shoulder massage 3

foot massage -
filtration pump	 1
hydrojet boost pump	 4
blast of bubbles	 3

POWERsmart control iTouch
POWERsmart variable heater 6kw
minimum power required 45amp
POWERsmart heat ready 3

POWERsmart heat system 8.8kw	heat	pump 

heat&cool pump OPTIONS 12kw 

purewater CDozone sanitisation -
clearzone water sanitisation	 clearzone
LED waterline lighting	 3

iLight swim tracking	 iLight
3 x waterspouts	 -
2 x cool down seats -
mySpaLINK	 optional
mySpaHiFi	 optional
cedar cabinet 3

duratek cabinet	 optional
heatlock lockable hardcover blizzard	cover
heatlockthermo+ insulation 3

stainless steel support bar	 3

extreme model shown

5500litres | 800kg dry | 6850kg wet
midnight / silverwhite / ocean

mylapswim
all the inspiration you need

‘After having a baby, my swim 
spa helped me get back in shape and 

build my confidence. I know how important 
keeping fit and healthy is as a parent’ex
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specification	 extreme
SQR jets 101
swim jets 4
neck&shoulder massage 3

foot massage 3

filtration pump	 1
hydrojet boost pump	 4
blast of bubbles	 3

POWERsmart control iTouch
POWERsmart variable heater 6kw
minimum power required 45amp
POWERsmart heat ready 3

POWERsmart heat system 8.8kw	heat	pump 

heat&cool pump OPTIONS 12kw 

purewater CDozone sanitisation -
clearzone water sanitisation	 clearzone
LED waterline lighting	 3

iLight swim tracking	 iLight
3 x waterspouts	 waterspout	upgrade
2 x cool down seats -
mySpaLINK	 optional
mySpaHiFi	 optional
cedar cabinet 3

duratek cabinet	 optional
heatlock lockable hardcover blizzard	cover
heatlockthermo+ insulation 3

stainless steel support bar	 3

extreme model shown

4500litres | 750kg dry | 5700kg wet
midnight / silverwhite / ocean

myswimgym
not just for fun

‘Being injured was quite hard for me, 
but my recovery was much faster 

than anticipated thanks to the water 
therapy in my swim spa’ex
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specification	 extreme
SQR jets 117
swim jets 2
neck&shoulder massage 3

foot massage 3

filtration pump	 1
hydrojet boost pump	 4
blast of bubbles	 3	+	EXTRAair
POWERsmart control iTouch
POWERsmart variable heater 6kw
minimum power required 45amp
POWERsmart heat ready 3

POWERsmart heat system optional 
heat&cool pump OPTIONS 5.5/8.8/12kw 

purewater CDozone sanitisation -
clearzone water sanitisation	 clearzone
LED waterline lighting	 3	+	EXTRAchain
iLight swim tracking	 -
3 x waterspouts	 waterspout	upgrade
2 x cool down seats -
mySpaLINK	 optional
mySpaHiFi	 optional
cedar cabinet 3

duratek cabinet	 optional
heatlock lockable hardcover blizzard	cover
heatlockthermo+ insulation 3

stainless steel support bar	 3

extreme model shown

3000litres | 500kg dry | 3800kg wet
midnight / silverwhite / ocean

myteam
relaxation and recreation

‘Since installing our swim spa, the whole 
family is spending more time together. 

The kids are happy and healthy and we 
love them being more active’ex
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+ steady swim jet stream
+ swim tether assisted slow swim

walk + stretch + run + massage 
+ swim tether + own body weight

+ steady swim jet stream
+ swim tether assisted slow swim

+ strong swim jet stream
+ strong swimmer

walk + stretch + run + massage 
+ swim tether + own body weight

+ 4 swim jets + 3 pumps

swim supported by strong jet stream : 
low run cost 5.5kw heat&cool pump : strong 
swimmer + walk + stretch + run + massage

+ 4 swim jets + 2 pumps

swim against steady jet stream with swim tether : 
optional cost saving 5.5kw heat&cool pump : beginner /
competant swimmer + walk + stretch + run + massage
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trusted warranty

As an all Australian, locally 
designed & manufactured 
spa brand, we offer you 
qual i ty control led 
manufacturing. Every spa is 
built to the highest Australian 
Standards and backed by 
our ‘lifecare commitment’

true integration

Genuinely interfaced for 
ease of use, mySpa 
components work 
seamlessly with one another 
& also allow additional 
running gear to be added 
and controlled from the 
topside touchpad

superior structure

aussie tough with high 
quality fade resistant acrylic, 
thick handmade sturdy 
cabinets & stainless steel 
trim - mySpa is built to last

sturdy galvanised steel 
frames on swim spas are 
built to last

POWERsmart technology

Exceptional, efficient 
performance is provided by 
the perfected combination of 
our running gear

Dynamic thermal tuning, 
SMARTcontrol systems, 
variable heaters and 
SMARTsoftware ensure you 
will enjoy the lowest daily 
operating cost from mySpa

sqr high performance jets

We promise unrivalled reliability 
and unparalled massage from 
our sqr jets installed in every 
sapphire spa

With increased pressure at the 
jet face, better seals and 
significantly reduced potential 
for leaks, these exclusive jets 
are the most important part of 
mySpa

beautiful & comfortable

We’ve created a spa that 
follows the human form with 
flowing acrylic lines. Please 
sit in mySpa and just notice 
the way our loungers support 
your lower back, feel the 
comfort of the neck & shoulder 
moulding and the way the jets 
disappear into the recesses 
so they don’t press hard 
against your body 

heatlockthermo+

heatlockthermo+ insulation 
comprises an insulated 
custom made cabinet, 2 
layers of insulation on 
interior of cabinet walls and 
base, high density insulation 
on shell and a premium 
Australian made cover

efficient plumbing

Experience counts - from our 
design team to our assembly 
tradespeople, you will notice the 
difference when you immerse 
yourself into one of our spas

Pumps, plumbing, jets, even the 
smallest fitting has been selected 
to provide the best performance 
possible

EFFICIENCY = ENJOYMENT

sapphire spa
standard features of every
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M5workout
lose weight tone build muscle

‘Having a swim spa is like having my own 
personal gym. It has helped me lose weight, 
tone up and feel better than I have in years’

6000litres | 900kg dry | 6850kg wet
midnight / silverwhite / ocean

specification	 classic	 smartsaver
SQR jets 52 56
swim jets 4 4
neck&shoulder massage - 3

foot massage 3 3

filtration pump	 1	 1
hydrojet boost pump	 2	 3
blast of bubbles	 -	 -
POWERsmart control SV3 SV3
POWERsmart variable heater 6kw 6kw
minimum power required 32amp 32amp
POWERsmart heat ready 3	 3

POWERsmart heat system n	 5.5kw 

heat&cool pump OPTIONS 5.5/8.8/12kw	 8.8/12kw 

purewater CDozone sanitisation 3	 -
clearzone water sanitisation	 optional	 3

LED waterline lighting	 3	 3

iLight swim tracking	 optional optional
3 x waterspouts	 optional	 optional
2 x cool down seats pod only optional pod	+	jets	optional
mySpaLINK	 optional	 optional
mySpaHiFi	 optional	 optional
cedar cabinet 3	 3

duratek cabinet	 optional	 optional
heatlock lockable hardcover 3	 3

heatlockthermo+ insulation 3	 3

stainless steel support bar	 optional	 3
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smartsaver model shown
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6000litres | 900kg dry | 6850kg wet
midnight / silverwhite / ocean

specification	 classic	 smartsaver
SQR jets 42 42
swim jets 4 4
neck&shoulder massage - -
foot massage 3 3

filtration pump	 1	 1
hydrojet boost pump	 2	 3
blast of bubbles	 -	 -
POWERsmart control SV3 SV3
POWERsmart variable heater 6kw 6kw
minimum power required 32amp 32amp
POWERsmart heat ready 3	 3

POWERsmart heat system optional	 5.5kw 

heat&cool pump OPTIONS 5.5/8.8/12kw	 8.8/12kw 

purewater CDozone sanitisation 3	 -
clearzone water sanitisation	 optional	 3

LED waterline lighting	 3	 3

iLight swim tracking	 optional optional
3 x waterspouts	 optional	 optional
2 x cool down seats pod only optional pod	+	jets	optional
mySpaLINK	 optional	 optional
mySpaHiFi	 optional	 optional
cedar cabinet 3	 3

duratek cabinet	 optional	 optional
heatlock lockable hardcover 3	 3

heatlockthermo+ insulation 3	 3

stainless steel support bar	 optional	 3

smartsaver model shown

M5indulge
doing nothing is good for you

‘When renovating our backyard, we decided 
to treat ourselves to a swim spa. It has 

really brought a new level of luxury to our 
entertaining area’
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smartsaver model shown

specification	 classic	 smartsaver
SQR jets 34 34
swim jets 4 4
neck&shoulder massage - -
foot massage - -
filtration pump	 1	 1
hydrojet boost pump	 2	 3
blast of bubbles	 3	 3

POWERsmart control SV3 SV3
POWERsmart variable heater 6kw 6kw
minimum power required 32amp 32amp
POWERsmart heat ready 3	 3

POWERsmart heat system optional	 5.5kw 

heat&cool pump OPTIONS 5.5/8.8/12kw	 8.8/12kw 

purewater CDozone sanitisation 3	 -
clearzone water sanitisation	 optional	 3

LED waterline lighting	 3	 3

iLight swim tracking	 optional optional
3 x waterspouts	 -	 -
2 x cool down seats pod only optional pod	+	jets	optional
mySpaLINK	 optional	 optional
mySpaHiFi	 optional	 optional
cedar cabinet 3	 3

duratek cabinet	 optional	 optional
heatlock lockable hardcover 3	 3

heatlockthermo+ insulation 3	 3

stainless steel support bar	 optional	 3

6000litres | 900kg dry | 6850kg wet
midnight / silverwhite / ocean

M5watersedge
year round swimming pool

‘I love going to the beach but Mum & Dad 
only took us a few times last summer coz it 
was too cold! Now my baby sister can play 

on the steps with Mum while Dad & I play 
water games in the deep end’
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smartsaver model shown

mypersonaltrainer
complete fitness program

‘Being able to exercise freely without my 
joints aching is something I never thought I 

would be able to experience again. My swim 
spa has given me a new lease on life’

6000litres | 800kg dry | 7400kg wet
midnight / silverwhite / ocean

specification	 classic	 smartsaver
SQR jets 52 56
swim jets 4 4
neck&shoulder massage - 3

foot massage 3 3

filtration pump	 1	 1
hydrojet boost pump	 2	 3
blast of bubbles	 3	 3

POWERsmart control SV3 SV3
POWERsmart variable heater 6kw 6kw
minimum power required 32amp 32amp
POWERsmart heat ready 3	 3

POWERsmart heat system optional	 5.5kw 

heat&cool pump OPTIONS 5.5/8.8/12kw	 8.8/12kw 

purewater CDozone sanitisation 3	 -
clearzone water sanitisation	 optional	 3

LED waterline lighting	 3	 3

iLight swim tracking	 optional optional
3 x waterspouts	 optional	 optional
2 x cool down seats pod only optional pod	+	jets	optional
mySpaLINK	 optional	 optional
mySpaHiFi	 optional	 optional
cedar cabinet 3	 3

duratek cabinet	 optional	 optional
heatlock lockable hardcover 3	 3

heatlockthermo+ insulation 3	 3

stainless steel support bar	 optional	 3
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smartsaver model shown

mylapswim
all the inspiration you need

‘After having a baby, my swim 
spa helped me get back in shape and 

build my confidence. I know how important 
keeping fit and healthy is as a parent’

5500litres | 800kg dry | 6850kg wet
midnight / silverwhite / ocean

specification	 classic	 smartsaver
SQR jets 53 57
swim jets 4 4
neck&shoulder massage - 3

foot massage - -
filtration pump	 1	 1
hydrojet boost pump	 2	 3
blast of bubbles	 3	 3

POWERsmart control SV3 SV3
POWERsmart variable heater 6kw 6kw
minimum power required 32amp 32amp
POWERsmart heat ready 3	 3

POWERsmart heat system optional	 5.5kw 

heat&cool pump OPTIONS 5.5/8.8/12kw	 8.8/12kw 

purewater CDozone sanitisation 3	 -
clearzone water sanitisation	 optional	 3

LED waterline lighting	 3	 3

iLight swim tracking	 optional optional
3 x waterspouts	 -	 -
2 x cool down seats - -
mySpaLINK	 optional	 optional
mySpaHiFi	 optional	 optional
cedar cabinet 3	 3

duratek cabinet	 optional	 optional
heatlock lockable hardcover 3	 3

heatlockthermo+ insulation 3	 3

stainless steel support bar	 optional	 3
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smartsaver model shown

myswimgym
not just for fun

‘Being injured was quite hard for me, 
but my recovery was much faster 

than anticipated thanks to the water 
therapy in my swim spa’

4500litres | 750kg dry | 5700kg wet
midnight / silverwhite / ocean

specification	 classic	 smartsaver
SQR jets 51 55
swim jets 4 4
neck&shoulder massage - 3

foot massage 3 3

filtration pump	 1	 1
hydrojet boost pump	 2	 3
blast of bubbles	 3	 3

POWERsmart control SV3 SV3
POWERsmart variable heater 6kw 6kw
minimum power required 32amp 32amp
POWERsmart heat ready 3	 3

POWERsmart heat system n	 5.5kw 

heat&cool pump OPTIONS 5.5/8.8/12kw	 8.8/12kw 

purewater CDozone sanitisation 3	 -
clearzone water sanitisation	 optional	 3

LED waterline lighting	 3	 3

iLight swim tracking	 optional optional
3 x waterspouts	 optional	 optional
2 x cool down seats - -
mySpaLINK	 optional	 optional
mySpaHiFi	 optional	 optional
cedar cabinet 3	 3

duratek cabinet	 optional	 optional
heatlock lockable hardcover 3	 3

heatlockthermo+ insulation 3	 3

stainless steel support bar	 optional	 3



smartsaver model shown
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the hub of your home

Your spa pool will become the hub of your 
home, enticing all family members to spend 

quality time together.  Aqua play is the 
perfect way to develop a strong bond with 

your children whilst playing at their level

3000litres | 500kg dry | 3800kg wet
midnight / silverwhite / ocean

specification	 classic	 smartsaver
SQR jets 73 83
swim jets - 2
neck&shoulder massage optional 3

foot massage 3 3

filtration pump	 1	 1
hydrojet boost pump	 2	 3
blast of bubbles	 3	 3

POWERsmart control SV3 SV3
POWERsmart variable heater 6kw 6kw
minimum power required 32amp 32amp
POWERsmart heat ready 3	 3

POWERsmart heat system optional	 optional 
heat&cool pump OPTIONS 5.5/8.8/12kw	 5.5/8.8/12kw 

purewater CDozone sanitisation 3	 -
clearzone water sanitisation	 optional	 3

LED waterline lighting	 3	 3

iLight swim tracking	 - -
3 x waterspouts	 optional	 optional
2 x cool down seats - -
mySpaLINK	 optional	 optional
mySpaHiFi	 optional	 optional
cedar cabinet 3	 3

duratek cabinet	 optional	 optional
heatlock lockable hardcover 3	 3

heatlockthermo+ insulation 3	 3

stainless steel support bar	 optional	 3
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walk + stretch + run + massage 
+ swim tether + own body weight

+ 2 swim jets + 1 pump

no splash swim against your own body weight with 
swim tether : watersedge wide steps & open plan layout 

for child’s play & toddler splashing : optional heat&cool 
pump for cheaper heat retention : beginner /competant 

swimmer + walk + stretch + run + massage
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plunge model shown (shown with optional cool down seat pods)

6000litres | 900kg dry | 6850kg wet
midnight / silverwhite / ocean

specification	 plunge
SQR jets 2
swim jets 2
neck&shoulder massage -
foot massage -
filtration pump	 1
hydrojet boost pump	 1
blast of bubbles	 optional
POWERsmart control SV2
POWERsmart variable heater 3kw
minimum power required 20amp
POWERsmart heat ready optional
POWERsmart heat system optional 
heat&cool pump OPTIONS 5.5/8.8/12kw 

purewater CDozone sanitisation optional
clearzone water sanitisation	 optional
LED waterline lighting	 optional
iLight swim tracking	 -
3 x waterspouts	 -
2 x cool down seats pod	only	optional
mySpaLINK	 optional
mySpaHiFi	 optional
cedar cabinet 3

duratek cabinet	 optional
heatlock lockable hardcover 3

heatlockthermo+ insulation 3

stainless steel support bar	 optional

M5watersedge
endless summer

‘I love going to the beach but Mum & Dad 
only took us a few times last summer coz it 
was too cold! Now my baby sister can play 

on the steps with Mum while Dad & I play 
water games in the deep end’
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plunge model shown

6000litres | 800kg dry | 7400kg wet
midnight / silverwhite / ocean

specification	 plunge
SQR jets 36
swim jets 2
neck&shoulder massage -
foot massage 3

filtration pump	 1
hydrojet boost pump	 1
blast of bubbles	 3

POWERsmart control SV2
POWERsmart variable heater 3kw
minimum power required 20amp
POWERsmart heat ready optional
POWERsmart heat system optional 
heat&cool pump OPTIONS 5.5/8.8/12kw 

purewater CDozone sanitisation optional
clearzone water sanitisation	 optional
LED waterline lighting	 optional
iLight swim tracking	 -
3 x waterspouts	 -
2 x cool down seats pod	only	optional
mySpaLINK	 optional
mySpaHiFi	 optional
cedar cabinet 3

duratek cabinet	 optional
heatlock lockable hardcover 3

heatlockthermo+ insulation 3

stainless steel support bar	 optional

mypersonaltrainer
complete fitness program

‘Being able to exercise freely without my joints 
aching is something I never thought I would 
be able to experience again. My swim spa 

has given me a new lease on life’pl
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plunge model shown

4500litres | 750kg dry | 5700kg wet
midnight / silverwhite / ocean

specification	 plunge
SQR jets 36
swim jets 2
neck&shoulder massage -
foot massage 3

filtration pump	 1
hydrojet boost pump	 1
blast of bubbles	 3

POWERsmart control SV2
POWERsmart variable heater 3kw
minimum power required 20amp
POWERsmart heat ready optional
POWERsmart heat system optional 
heat&cool pump OPTIONS 5.5/8.8/12kw 

purewater CDozone sanitisation optional
clearzone water sanitisation	 optional
LED waterline lighting	 optional
iLight swim tracking	 -
3 x waterspouts	 -
2 x cool down seats -
mySpaLINK	 optional
mySpaHiFi	 optional
cedar cabinet 3

duratek cabinet	 optional
heatlock lockable hardcover 3

heatlockthermo+ insulation 3

stainless steel support bar	 optional

myswimgym
not just for fun

‘Being injured was quite hard for me, but my 
recovery was much faster than anticipated 

thanks to the water therapy in my swim spa’pl
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SQR	jet	system	
New spectrum jets on all sapphire spas

SQR (Simple, Quick, Reliable) System

Better seals to provide increased jet pressure

Superior	performance
20% increase in pressure achieved via a more effective venturi

Almost zero water bypass resulting in more water being forced into the jet  

Free flowing jet that allows greater pressure at jet face

Advanced	manufacturing
Less steps, less tools

Less chance of errors and greater consistency

Used for 5 years in the USA and Europe

Unrivalled	reliability
Significantly reduced potential for leaks

Introduction of a new locking mechanism

Jet that can be removed with ease and is 

less prone to getting stiff

who	would’ve	thought	jets	were	so	important?	

unrivalledreliability
exclusive to all our spas

Control your spa from anywhere in the world.  
The mySpaLINK module and ‘app’ allow you to connect to 
and take control of your spa, locally or remotely via a WiFi, 
3G or 4G network, providing access to your spa from any 
location at any time

The mySpaLINKapp for your smart device becomes a wireless 
remote for your spa, enabling complete control over all spa 
accessories including pumps, air blowers and LED spa lighting 
effects. mySpaLINKapp  allows complete adjustment of  
all spa control setting as if you were standing in front 
of the spa

Combined with mySpaLINK, mySpaHiFi 
delivers a high definition stereo sound system 
for your spa, offering exceptional sound clarity 
with subwoofer support

Music can be streamed directly to your spa 
from any bluetooth smart device (phone, tablet 
or PC). Sophisticated transducer technology 
produces immersive underwater surround 
sound as the sound waves are fed through the 
spa shell and amplified by the volume of  water

mySpaHiFi is a sealed module eliminating 
troublesome stereo head decks and water 
proofing difficulties

control
access	-	anywhere	-	anytime

mySpaLINK

sound
immerse	yourself	in	surround	sound

mySpaHiFi



trustedwarranty
backed by an australian manufacturer

Our mySpa@Home website tab 
and 1300 customer sales & support 
number has helped guide many 
customers through the initial set up 
and ongoing running of their spa.

As an all Australian, locally designed and 
manufactured spa brand, we offer you many 
benefits:

- the longest warranty on the market

- quality controlled manufacturing that means 
every spa is built to the highest Australian 
Standards

- a ‘lifecare commitment’ that GUARANTEES we’ll 
service your spa as long as you own it

TRUSTED AUSTRALIAN WARRANTY

10 years on fibreglass structural support

5 years on acrylic surface

5 years on cedar cabinet / 3 years on duratek

3 years on swim spa frames

3 years on jets

3 year no leak guarantee

3 years on equipment

2 years on headrests

2 years on hardcover

That’s peace of mind, which you only get 
with a Sapphire Spa

built tough
all australian

you can trust
a sapphire spa



clearzonewater
‘as nature intended’

gentle on the skin. simple water care. no odour.

We care how you feel in our spas, so we’ve created the purest 
sanitation method, that literally feels like you are bathing in 
drinking water

Our unique double defence combination of CD ozone and 
UVc barrier destroys 99.9% of bacteria, parasites and other 
micro organisms and effectively oxidises body fats and oils

Clearzone spa sanitisation reduces chemical usage by up to 
75% on conventional sanitisation methods. It maintains a more 
stable water balance, less prone to pH fluctuations

Experience	the	purest	spa	water	possible:
- NO chemical smell or taste
- NO skin or eye irritation
- REDUCED running costs
- NO corrosive effect
- NO need for daily chlorine dose
- No shower needed after your spa

Consider clearzone if you have allergy concerns

You can upgrade to clearzone as it’s easy to retro-fit to existing spas

spa water  
enriched with oxygen

Like	bathing	in	fresh	water

spa heating
‘just jump in anytime’

For a relatively small outlay, compared to the built-in conventional 
heater, our heat&cool pump will reward you with drastically 
reduced running costs. The pump uses up to 75% less 
energy than a conventional electric heater and 50% less energy 
than natural gas

Most of our spas are affordable to heat simply with the built-in 
electric heater but, for the larger spas and swim spas, an external 
heat&cool pump will keep your heating costs to a mimimum

With the equipment already in place, you can connect one of our 
heat&cool pumps any time and enjoy complete control from your 
topside touch pad

trueintegration
genuinely interfaced for ease of use



If gas is your 
choice, all 

Sapphire Spas 
can be fully 

integrated with 
an efficient gas 
heating system

heat&coolpump ready to jump in 24/7 using up to 75% less energy than gas heating

dynamic thermal tuning  mySpa will ‘learn’ about your day-to-day spa usage and actually 
tune your spa to reduce costly on-demand heating

clearzone the most efficient sanitisation method, as pure as drinking water, with up to 75% less 
chemical usage

varidrive80 all-in-one SuperPump gives crystal clear, whisper quiet filtration at minimum cost

heatlockthermo+ insulation captures heat to keep running costs to a minimum

smartcontrol fully integrates all spa componentry to streamline energy efficiency

variableheater optimises performance to maximise heating output whilst spa is in use; avoid 
load shedding shutdown so your spa stays warm while the jets are in operation

smartsoftware your control system will enable software updates to be easily carried out as new 
and improved features and technology become available (just like we update our iPhones or PCs). 
Simply keep in contact with your Sapphire Spas dealer and take advantage of new configurations, 
settings and money saving upgrades

technology
POWERsmart

the lowest daily operating cost

EXCEPTIONAL EFFICIENT PERFORMANCEheatlockthermo+
heat in. cold out.

The best way to reduce heat loss and 
keep running costs to a minimum is our 
heatlockthermo+ system which creates 
the most energy efficient spa in the world 
today

Our heatlockthermo+ insulation comprises 
an insulated custom made cabinet, 2 layers 
of insulation on interior of cabinet walls and 
base, high density insulation on shell and a 
premium Australian made cover

Sapphire Spas also offer the super efficient 
cedar wood cabinet with cedar being a very 
effective insulator in its own right

Our cabinets are custom made to each spa 
so there are no gaps for warm air to escape

low running costs
unmatched value

super efficient
saves you money



high quality acrylic fade resistant 
to maintain original colour & texture, 

maintenance free smooth contours

ocean oystermidnight silverwhite

colour palette
the perfect look for you

mocha duratek grey duratek cedar timber

It’s not enough that our spas perform perfectly, they also have to look beautiful 
- stylish and sophisticated with the tones and colours that suit your home. Our 
colour palette is modern and contemporary, but more importantly the colour 
cast is consistent across the entire spa shell; no colour fades or blotches; each 
spa really is a work of art 

We offer two types of cabinetry, handcrafted western red cedar and duratek:

Australian western red cedar cabinets are handcrafted from 22mm 
solid panels teamed with aerofoil blanket insulation lining to offer the ultimate in 
natural insulation; they look naturally beautiful in any setting

duratek cabinets: Sapphire Spas have specially developed Duratek as 
an environmentally friendly timber alternative. These modern sophisticated 
cabinets are fade and stain resistant and come with an unconditional 3 year 
warranty

Our heatlock7 hard covers 
are designed to be good looking, 
hard wearing and money saving. 
These foam filled covers are 
custom fitted to your spa to 
capture heat and conserve energy

espresso tan

greenbeige

blue slate



legs, hips, thighs 
& buttocks
this purpose built 
recliner targets the 
muscles of your 
legs, hips, thighs, 
buttocks and calves 
to deliver an 
invigorating hydro 
workout without the 
sweat

wrists & hands
positioned on the 
arm rests either side 
of your seat, these 
pulsator jets will 
mimic the benefits of 
a visit to your physio; 
may be beneficial to 
sufferers of carpal 
tunnel syndrome

powerful swim 
jets
exercising in water 
is more demanding 
than land-based 
activity; your muscles 
are challenged from 
all directions by the 
surrounding water.  
So as you swim, walk, 
jog or run against 
the powerful swim 
jets, you multiply the 
benefit of your cardio 
workout just by being 
in water

relieve back, neck & 
shoulders,  stimulate & tone 

hips, thighs & buttocks

mid back
by combining heat, 
water and air your 
body becomes 
almost weighless, 
relieving joint and 
muscle aches

footcell massage
just take a minute to 
remember where 
your feet have taken 
you today... we have 
created this 
massage system to 
reward your feet and 
calves to get them 
ready for another full 
day tomorrow

spinal massage
positioned either 
side of the spine, 
these jets together 
with massage & 
heat, stimulate the 
blood supply to aid 
in the recovery of 
aching muscles or 
damaged tissue

acupressure 
massage
jets are strategically 
positioned above 
the cool down seats 
to target your entire 
back for a luxurious, 
multi point massage

neck & shoulders
imagine four jets 
streaming down to 
release all the 
tension held your 
neck, shoulders & 
upper back

for every muscle
on every body

stainless steel 
support bar
with the assistance 
of our support bar, 
those of you 
requiring help with 
stability can still use 
a swim spa with 
confidence. Any 
exercise, stretch or 
mild cardio workout 
can just as effectively 
be performed whilst 
holding the bar, 
mounted in front of 
the swim jets, for 
support
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sapphire spas.mySpa
australian made & family owned

AUS 1300 492 686

sapphirespas.com.au

NZ 0800 4 772 7665

sapphirespas.nz

Your nearest retailer is:


